My Virtual District Project
Virtual Assistants
The trend of utilizing remote workers is growing exponentially every year and the appeal of
hiring freelancers on a short-term or project-to-project basis has become very appealing to
businesses worldwide as a more affordable alternative to full time staff, which generally
demands competitive salaries and benefits.
The advent of Virtual Assistants has swiftly become a popular option for small businesses and
entrepreneurs seeking administrative assistants, creative contributors or technical
professionals on a freelance basis. Without the costs of additional office space, health benefits,
supplies and other office-related expenses, a business owner can solely focus on paying for
100% productive work on a schedule of their choosing.
Another attractive feature of opting to hire a virtual assistant is the convenience of staying in
touch. With a number of devices at our fingertips it has never been easier to stay connected
and in tune with whatever project is in progress.
Wherever your business is based, you can always be confident that your virtual assistant is only
a phone/conference call, email or Skype chat away.
Additionally, a virtual assistant is capable of doing all the tasks an in-house employee would - all
with the convenience of staying local. Everything from answering emails to setting up meetings
to answering the phone can be done in a seamless, convenient manner that works for both
sides of the working relationship.
We’ll do the Legwork for You
You can be confident that you are getting the most qualified professional at one of the most
competitive rates in the industry when allowing us to be your web “middleman” for your
virtual assistant search.
-

Our simple interface houses a comprehensive listing of web freelancers, specializing in all
areas of the internet.

-

Our vetting process highlights the qualified workers and omits those bad workers who do
not make the cut. We only offer you the most educated and well-trained pros for your
website/project needs.

That means that searching for the right web professional has never been faster and more
reliable. By going through us you will spend less in the long run, because you will not be
wasting capital on sub-par talent in favor of investing in the best choice right away.

Remember…




Every professional is carefully screened for adequate education and experience.
We train our pros in-house to ensure they are skilled in their specific areas of expertise.
Our customer service and transparency are unmatched.

